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940 GLENWOOD Avenue 204 Kelowna British
Columbia
$419,000

Deluxe 1 bedroom condo in Shaughnessy Green. Kitchen features beautifully maintained raised oak cabinets,

Kitchen-Aid appliance package & bistro eating area overlooking dining/living room. Upgraded flooring and

lighting throughout! Extend your living space in the enclosed deck, with double lower pane glass on patio

providing sound deterrent & comfortable temperature with ceiling fan and mountain views! In suite laundry

room with cabinetry & central b/I vacuum. Bright primary bedroom with walk through double closets to

adjoining main 4-piece bathroom. This unit is located at the end of the hall with an emergency exit next to it -

so very quiet. 1 secure underground parking stall, storage unit, games room, exercise room, guest suite,

workshop, pet friendly and RV Parking! 'Lock and Go' lifestyle, short walk to beaches, parks, restaurants,

shopping, College and KGH Hospital. 5** Location! (id:6769)

Living room 11 ft ,9 in X 18 ft

Kitchen 10 ft ,10 in X 8 ft ,5 in

Primary Bedroom 10 ft ,11 in X 16 ft ,5 in

Full bathroom 7 ft ,3 in X 7 ft ,6 in

Laundry room 7 ft ,3 in X 5 ft ,1 in
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